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E

nsuring a positive return—of
both time and money—on a
training program is of utmost
concern to C-level executives.
It should be of equal interest
to L&D professionals. However, research
indicates that the amount of time and
money wasted on most training programs
is between 45 and 85 percent. Those
percentages, known as scrap learning, are
the gap between learning that’s delivered
but not applied on the job. It is the flipside
of training transfer.
For example, if scrap learning is 45 percent, then training transfer is
only 55 percent. Regardless of the percentage, scrap learning is a critical
business issue, because it wastes two precious organization resources:
time and money.
To further highlight the magnitude of the problem, consider
the effect that scrap learning has on an organization’s average
per-employee training expenditure and the average number
of training hours consumed per employee. According to the
Association for Talent Development’s 2019 State of the Industry
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report, the average per-employee organization train-

The Foundation

ing expenditure in 2018 was $1,299, and the average

The PLA methodology sits on a foundation of three

number of training hours consumed per employee

research-based training transfer components: the learn-

was 34 hours.

ing program design, learner attributes, and the learner

Using the two noted percentages and the report
data, you can see how much scrap learning costs the
average company.

work environment. Each component has four associated
training transfer factors.
The learning program design is where learners acquire
new information, see the program as relevant to them-

Cost of Scrap Learning in Wasted Dollars and Time

selves and their job, view the program as something that

$1,299 × 45% scrap learning = $585

will enhance their career, and see a likely improvement in

34 hours × 45% scrap learning = 15 hours

a critical department business metric if new information

$1,299 × 85% scrap learning = $1,104

learned is applied.

34 hours × 85% scrap learning = 29 hours

The learner attributes are the degree to which
learners are personally motivated to use the new infor-

Previously, there has not been an effective way to

mation learned, are confident in their ability to apply

measure, monitor, and manage the amount of scrap

the new knowledge, reflect on the key lessons learned

learning associated with a training program. Instead,

and how they can help improve their performance, and

attempts to increase training transfer relied on trial

view the program as an opportunity to learn challeng-

and error, educated guesses, and gut instinct. However,

ing new things.

Predictive Learning Analytics is changing that.
PLA provides L&D professionals with a systematic,

And the learner’s work environment features learners who are actively engaged by their manager before

credible, and repeatable way to maximize L&D invest-

attending the training to discuss how the program

ments by reducing scrap learning. It does so by using

will help them improve their performance, are actively

predictive data to pinpoint the underlying causes of

engaged by their manager post-program regarding

scrap learning associated with a training program. It

what they learned and how it will be applied, are sup-

also provides specific direction as to where L&D profes-

ported by work colleagues after the training program,

sionals should invest their time and effort to maximize

and have an immediate opportunity to use the new

training transfer.

information learned.

In this issue of TD at Work, I will:
• Explain the PLA model.

Phases and Steps

• Outline how L&D practitioners can use the model

The PLA methodology consists of three phases and

in their organizations.
• Provide a case study.

PLA Defined

nine steps, as shown in the figure. The objective of
phase 1 is to identify and verify the underlying causes
of scrap learning associated with a training program.
During this phase, you will identify five specific
metrics, two that are predictive and three that are

PLA is a holistic approach to increasing training transfer.

descriptive. Those metrics provide a particular direc-

It is not just about the knowledge learners may or may

tion for where real-time improvements in training

not have but also includes the individuals’ motivation and

transfer are possible.

the support they have in the workplace both from their

While pinpointing the underlying causes of scrap

manager and colleagues. Let’s first look at the model’s

learning is valuable, it’s even more important to be able to

fundamentals, and then I will walk through how L&D pro-

manage the targeted corrective actions taken to address

fessionals can use it with a learning program, including

them. Identifying, implementing, and managing correc-

how to choose that program.

tive actions is the focus of phase 2. That is where the
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Predictive Learning Analytics Model
Phase 1: Data Collection and Analysis
Build your PLA
survey, and collect
data.
Select learning program, and
identify calibration cohort.

30

days
 after
previous step

Calculate:
• Learner application
index scores
• Manager training
support index scores
• Training transfer component
index scores

Calculate scrap learning
percentage, and identify
obstacles to
training
transfer.

Target training transfer
components and factors with low
TTCI scores for improvement.

Conduct Level 2 and 3
evaluations to validate accuracy
of PLA survey data.

Phase 2: Solution Implementation
Target at risk and least likely to
apply learners for reinforcement.

Develop targeted corrective
actions to mitigate or eliminate
the underlying causes of scrap
learning.

Target managers with low or
negative MTSI scores for help
and support.

Target obstacles to training
transfer for elimination.

Recalculate scrap learning
percentage following
implementation of
targeted
corrective
actions.

Phase 3: Report Your Results
Report results to key executive
stakeholders.

Add data from learning
management systems and HR
information systems.

skills of creative problem solving and ongoing manage-

learning dollars, and choosing the cohort for the pro-

ment of the targeted corrective actions to improve train-

gram. It also entails surveying learners and measuring the

ing transfer are needed.

amount of scrap learning related to your training program.

The objective of phase 3 is to share results with senior
executives. While there is no single right way to do this,

Phase 1 requires a heavy lift with multiple calculations.

best practice suggests creating a story using both num-

Choose the Right Program

bers and a narrative to deliver your results. Also, when

The first step in implementation is to select the right

sharing results, be sure to leave a copy of your final report

training program. While the method will work with any

with the executives.

type—soft skill or technical, one delivered via live class-

Phase 1: Data Collection
and Analysis

room instruction or online—it pays to be thoughtful in
your selection. Begin by listing four to six training programs you think would be ideal for the methodology.
Then ask the following four questions about each one

The model’s first phase involves selecting the program

you are considering. The ideal training program is one

that you will eventually examine, estimating wasted

where you can answer yes to all four questions.
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